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General Information 

This update can exclusively be used for the PSS
®
SINCAL Platform 11.5. It can't be used with other 

product versions! 

Procedure for Installation with Update Wizard 

 Close all running PSS SINCAL Platform applications 

 Decompress the Zip archive 

 Starting the Update Wizard. It automatically detects the existing PSS SINCAL Platform 

installation and updates all components. 

Procedure for Manual Installation with Update Files 

Attention: Administrator rights are necessary to supply the update! 

 Close all running PSS SINCAL Platform applications 

 Decompress the Zip archive 

 Copy the directories/files into PSS SINCAL Platform installation directory 

 Start the program PSS Tool and then press the button "Register" in the tab "Administration"  

If you have further questions, please contact the PSS SINCAL Support (phone +43 699 12364435,  

e-mail sincal@simtec.cc). 

Additions/Corrections Update 2 (June 29, 2015) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous updates and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions.  

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Database update 

Fixed of a bug when updating links to other views. 

 Background images 

Fixed of bug when changing the position of the background image. 

 Message window 

Fixed of problem with tooltips for very long message texts. 

 Supplementary graphics objects 

Bugfixes in storing legend and text field attributes in the database. 

Electrical Networks 

 Load flow 

Fixed of a bug in optimal determination of Nodal Loss Transmission factors. 

 CIM 16 

Various improvements at import and export: Capacitors with variable controller step size, 

synchronous machine data, controller simulation of transformers, support of model sets. 
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 Verify connection conditions  

Fixed of a bug in considering DC-infeeders. 

 Optimal branching  

Improvement in consideration of switches with the "fixed" status. This status was not included in 

optimization with branches at all terminals. 

 Contingency analysis 

Fixed of bug at PV generators at the same node. 

Fixed of bug in consideration of autotransformers. 

Correct providing of results at terminals. 

Fixed of bug in consideration of establishment date and shutdown date. 

 Short circuit 

Correction at matrix construction for short circuit with phase data. 

 Dynamics simulation 

Fixed of bug in consideration of models that were stored in directories with special characters. 

 DINIS import 

Improved import of switching positions. 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Model editor 

Improved model processing with VARLIM blocks (sorting). 

Correction of graphic display for ITER blocks.  

Correction at Remote inputs. 

Correction at FORMAT block, output to user defined file was not possible.  

Correction at CONTROLLER block, controller name could not be defined. 

 BOSL 

Advanced search paths for PSS NETOMAC models. 

 PSSE Import 

Fixed of a bug when importing fixed shunts. Names were incorrectly stored in the SV file. 

 DVG Import 

Enhanced import of boundary injections (BI). The short circuit power Sk" is now also taken into 

account. 

 Simulation 

Fixed of a bug in negative-phase sequence infeeders. 

 Variant calculation 

Better numbering of XRES files, this is now analogous to the RES files. 

Correction when using the ABORT controller in the variant calculation. Now the current 

calculation or the complete variant processing can be selectively aborted with the controller. 

 Machine convergence 

All non-convergent machines in the network can be disabled with a new control switch. To do 

this, in the program control line 4 of the CTL file in column 16, there must be entered '1'. 
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Additions/Corrections Update 1 (May 26, 2015) 

This update contains the following error corrections and additions. 

User Interface 

 Routes 

Fixed of a bug when editing routes in the network graphic. 

Electrical Networks 

 Load flow 

Improved performance in networks with many connectors. 

 Arc flash 

Correction of translation errors in the labels in Spanish and Chinese. 

 Motor start-up 

Advanced results for networks with connections. 

 Contingency analysis 

Improved pre-analysis to identify isolated subnetworks.  

Correction of problems in processing of malfunctions with re-supply measurements. 

Correct consideration of shutdowns in recalculating malfunction scenarios. 

 Dynamics simulation 

Fixed of bug in handling NZD files. 

Improvement in signal plotting at current and voltage transformers. 

 DINIS import 

Fixed of a bug when importing from transformer data. 

Improved import of lines with line segments and standard types. 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Model editor  

Debug menus are disabled, if no project is opened. 

Enhanced test environment for PSS E. 

 Load flow 

Configuration files are opened now always in ReadOnly mode. 

 Global variables 

Improved handling of the same global variables, which are multiple defined. Now that definition 

of the variable is used, which is "closest" to the place of use. 

 External DLLs from Salford 

Adjusted calling conventions for the connection of Salford DLLs. 

 Diakoptics 

Fixed of a bug when simultaneously using BOSL and Diakoptics models. 

 NEVA  

Fixed of a bug in licensing when using network licenses. 

 Charts 

Fixed of a bug when displaying negative values from CSV files. 


